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A Walk in the
Woods
Restoring Native
Forests on the
Hāmākua Coast
Article by Ruth Bennett,
PMKCA VP

Dianne & Francis Higgins in their native
forest. Credit: Dr. J.R. Friday..

Photos by Dr. J.B. Friday, Dianne
Higgins & Ruth Bennett

A group of PMKCA members and friends recently walked through a young and thriving
native forest, the ongoing project of Francis and Dianne Higgins of mauka Pa’auilo. Native
koa and ‘ōhi’a trees just 10 years old stood 30 to 40 feet tall, providing shade and
protection to smaller native trees and shrubs. Birds and butterflies flitted through the
branches and the air was fresh and rich with woodland scents.
The 2+ acre forest is also thriving underground, tree roots and healthy soil organisms
forming a complex, unseen web of life. Pure water from the mists and rain that frequently
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fall at the forest’s 2,300-foot elevation is secured in the underground web, filtered, and
gently released into a nearby gulch. On this day of sun and clouds, our tour of the young
forest was magical.
Dianne describes her sensations as she walks through their forest: “It's like knowing that
the dream you envisioned years ago has come true; it's like feeling inspired by growth and
possibilities; it evokes feelings of peace, and it's like admiring the wisdom of the natural
world. It's also knowing that it still needs to be protected in order to thrive.”
Our forest meanderings had been
unexpectedly motivated by a
conversation between a new
community member, Clint Ferrara, and
our Big Island forestry specialist with
the UH Cooperative Extension
Service, Dr. J. B. Friday. Clint had
recently embarked on his own native
reforestation project and was seeking
advice and connections to others who
had walked the path before him. Dr.
Friday put Clint in touch with a few of
our PMKCA members and before we
knew it, a hui had formed to share
knowledge and experiences and to
give Clint and others support and
encouragement.

Clint Ferrara, embarking on his
native reforestation
journey. Credit: Dianne Higgins.
We began our tours earlier that morning at Clint’s property, a rolling landscape recovering
from the abuse of sugar cane production. Clint had signed up several years ago with a
federal and state funded program called CREP (Conservation Reserve Enhancement
Program – see more about currently active programs below) which offered “cost-share”
funding and support for property owners who wished to restore land to native forests.
After the COVID pandemic delayed his plans, Clint had just completed the fencing of his
forest project area (to keep out feral pigs) and was working on clearing as much of the
invasive plants as possible. His long-term objective, he says, is to provide a refuge of
native trees, giving endangered native birds a habitat and food source in his
neighborhood. Clint was aware that invasive mosquitoes and the lethal avian diseases
that they carry have decimated native birds in recent decades, forcing them into forests at
colder elevations. Clint says, “Hopefully by the time the forest has grown up, the mosquito
problem will have been solved and the birds will return.”
“What should I plant?” Clint asked, as we looked out over his forest-to-be. “How do I
decide?” Dr. Friday and others with experience weighed in on the environmental factors
(altitude, rainfall, slope, soil conditions, etc.) that might make one plant more suitable than
another, and the bird-friendly plant choices that Clint might wish to consider. When we
later moved on to the Higgins’ young forest, our questions and conversations
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continued. Those of us whose interests were still at the “could I, should I?” stage could
have listened all afternoon!
Diversification of land use on the Hāmākua Coast doesn’t just mean diversified local
agriculture. Sometimes, the best long-term contribution an owner of a piece of land can
make to our shared environment is to restore the land to its native state.

In the Higgins native forest. Credit: Ruth Bennett
When we consider the larger implications for our unique islands of conserving and
restoring native forests, significant benefits stand out:
Forests filter water and release it slowly, keeping pollutants and erosion from
damaging the ocean environments on which our island fishing industry relies.
Filtered water that passes slowly through natural forest landscapes helps to keep
the county’s household water resources abundant and clean.
Healthy native forests are better able to fight off the effects of invasive species and
can better withstand periods of drought and the threat of wildfire.
Forests provide habitat for endangered native birds and other threatened species.
The propagation of native plants from seed, as well as growing trees for eventual
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harvest can provide incomes for local families.
Our keiki can learn valuable lessons about caring for our ‘aina through forest
projects. The aspirations of our children will determine the future of our island
natural environments.
Still, planting and tending a native forest is not an easy decision to make for a property
owner with acreage to work with. But carrying out any vision for our Hāmākua land is often
a long-term investment of time, effort, and resources. What we gain from a native forest
might not be marketable, might not feed a family or send a child to college. Even if trees
might be harvested someday, that day would be decades away. What makes the
commitment worth it?
People who live in close connection with the land often think in terms of years and make
plans that benefit future generations. Farmers and ranchers tend their orchards and fields
and herds with a perspective that spans decades. Patience and commitment are important
guiding principles for stewards of land. “We made a pact with our children and
grandchildren before we started our forest project that it would be a family endeavor,”
Dianne told us. “The grandchildren are growing up in the forest.”

Dr. Friday described a native forest’s
worth this way. "I love all trees, but
when you plant koa and ‘ōhi’a, you
plant something that is of this land, not
imported from elsewhere. If you later
plant palapalai and maile underneath,
you have the makings of Hawaiian lei
to use or share. If you plant rare
Hawaiian natives such as ‘ōhā wai or
ha‘iwale, you have something on your
land that few will ever see in the wild."

Dr. Friday, UH CTAHR Forestry
Specialist. Credit: Dianne Higgins]

So, what if transforming your land into a native forest appeals to you? Here are some
agencies and resources that can help you make your decision and then see you through
as your project progresses.
First of all, the program, CREP, which provided support and assistance to Francis and
Dianne, and to Clint, is no longer available to new applicants. However, the functions and
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incentives of CREP are found in some of the programs that are currently active.
The Hawai‘i Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of Forestry and Wildlife,
provides a list of various currently available programs that meet specific objectives in
creating forested lands. You’ll find the list at www.dlnr.hawaii.gov/forestry/lap.
Dr. Friday’s UH-based website https://cms.ctahr.hawaii.edu/forestry is also a great
resource for current information, activities, and events. Click on “Education and Outreach”
and choose “Forestry Incentive Programs.”
Dr. Friday’s Facebook page (search Facebook for “Hawaii Forestry Extension”) contains a
lively exchange of photos, stories and current events. While you’re on the Facebook page,
look for information on the annual ‘Ōhi’a Love Fest event. From Nov. 3 – 6, UH CTAHR
has scheduled many engaging and informative virtual activities for all ages, celebrating
Hawaii’s most abundant but most threatened native tree. Look for a link to bit.ly/ohialove
to see what’s happening and to register for free sessions.
What about property tax incentives? A new program (only a year or so old) is offered by
the Hawai‘i County Property Tax office. Its purpose is to give property owners a similar
incentive to turn land into native forest as is given to farmers and ranchers for agriculture.
In exchange for a dedication of at least 3 acres to native forest preservation or
reforestation, the county will reduce the land portion of your taxes to the same low rate as
is applied to pasture. From the county Property Tax website, www.hawaiipropertytax.com,
click on “Forms”, then “Dedications” and open a PDF document titled “Native Forest
Dedications Information”. This document gives detailed information about the
program. You’ll also find other useful documents and forms in the list.

An endangered I’iwi in a threatened ‘ōhi’a lehua tree. Credit: Jack Jeffrey
Restoring native forests is an investment in Hawaii’s true and ancient nature, in the land’s
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ability to conserve and filter water, in habitat for native birds and other endangered
species, in native plants that would otherwise be overwhelmed by invasive species or
destroyed by pigs, goats and other forest-damaging animals. Restoring a forest is an
investment in a balance between the venerated old and the productive new.
If you would like to connect with other native reforestation folks on our coast, leave a
message on our website, www.pmkca.org. Under “Home”, select “Contact” to send us a
message. You can also add yourself to our mailing list and receive these newsletters (with
full-color photos) directly to your email inbox. And if you are a resident of our Pa’auilo
Mauka or Kalōpā communities, we welcome your membership in PMKCA.
It takes a bit of effort, a long-term commitment, and some resolve to restore a forest, but
isn’t that what the natural world wants from us? Our ancient Hawai‘i asks us to make or
save a native forest. Our reward is to walk among the trees.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Next PMKCA Meeting
We continue to work at the Board and committee level on behalf of our
communities. If you have any interests or concerns, we encourage you to
email any Board member. Look for notices about our January 2022 annual
meeting.

Other meetings of interest to our communities
Hamakua Community Wildfire Planning Workshop Nov. 9, 12-1:30pm OR 5:30-7pm (Online)
This workshop is presented by the Hawaii Wildfire Management Organization
(HWMO) to inform residents about wildfire risks and prevention. (See flyer in
earlier emails.)
To register for the 12 - 1:30pm session, click:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUocutqDkjG9SMResyy8BZvi9Pb2lAPTzt
To register for the 5:30 - 7pm session, click:
https://us02web.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZUrdmgqDktEt0ucHSAZEUZmga9-EbN69jU

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP IN PMKCA FOR 2021!
(It's easy to do - and easy to forget!)
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You can find payment options, including an easy PayPal link, on our website,
www.PMKCA.org. Under "Home", click on "Membership/Dues".
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